Some ways of looking at compensatory kosmotropes and different water environments.
Hydration of macromolecular structures determines biological activity. Stabilizing solutes are kosmotropic (increase order of water) rather than chaotropic (decrease order). Preferential hydration of surfaces is a thermodynamic consequence of the solution behavior of kosmotropic solutes, but inconsistencies imply interactions such as the hydration of specific sites within macromolecules. Thermodynamic measures require bulk pure solutes; here simpler measures of the effects on bulk water, water at surfaces and hydration water of probes have been applied to solutes including natural stabilizers, analogues and example chaotropes. Changes in the near-infrared spectra, water proton NMR chemical shifts and relaxation times measure changes in the bulk liquid; HPLC-column retention of solutes indicate interactions with hydration water at different surfaces, and fluorescence probes detect effects on functional group hydration water. Ab initio calculations and Monte-Carlo simulations of the solutes in water measure the energetics of the solute-water interactions, the dipole moments of these molecules, their charge distributions and the effect of the solute molecules on the structure of water. The rankings of the test solutes by these measures are not consistent. Thus, stabilizing solutes are not interchangeable in biological systems and the intracellular replacement of one by another could affect the integration of cell metabolism.